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usability

international standard ISO 9241-11

the extent to which a product can be used by 
specified users to achieve specified goals with 
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a 
specified context of use.
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usability (nielsen’s definition)

learnability: easy to learn so a user can rapidly start to use it

efficiency: once the user has learned the system, a high 
degree of productivity is possible

memorability: the user should be able to return to the system 
and not have to learn again

errors: users should make few errors and recover easily

satisfaction: the system should be pleasant to use
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goal

use real tasks, real users
real or similar environment
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data collection

qualitative 
observe user interactions 
gather user explanations and opinions 
produces a description, usually non-numeric
anecdotes, transcripts, problems, critical incidents…

quantitative
count, log, measure something of interest in user actions
speed, error rate, counts of activities…
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feedback methods

extracting the conceptual model

direct observation (think aloud, constructive 
interaction)

query techniques (interviews & questionnaires)
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do you want to study an individual using a 
system or a group?

how do you translate this type of study to 
collaborative systems that involve more than 
one person using them?
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face-to-face 
interactions
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face-to-face 
interactions
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continuous task

http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/ImprovementStories/Transform
ingCareattheBedsideinitiativePrototypephase.aspx

https://www.wayfair.ca/decor-pillows/pdp/three-posts-teen-wall-
mounte

http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/ImprovementStories/TransformingCareattheBedsideinitiativePrototypephase.aspx
https://www.wayfair.ca/decor-pillows/pdp/three-posts-teen-wall-mounte
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what are the evaluation goals?

usability challenges

how does teamwork unfold?
how do people interact with each other?
how are people influenced by others?
what roles emerge for people?

are there other specific questions you want 
answered based on the type of collaborative 
system?
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general steps for conducting the study



1. plan the study

create a set of realistic tasks
they should be doable in less than an hour
they should get at the five aspects of usability (see earlier) plus any system-specific aspects
e.g., based on interviews, design ethnography

what kinds of collaboration will occur for the particular system being studied?

create a pre-test questionnaire
questions to gather background information, experience, etc of the users

create a post-test questionnaire
assess the user’s thoughts about the system after they have used it
ask questions about the five aspects of usability (see earlier)
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2. pilot study

test out the study’s method
have some friends/colleagues go through the study
e.g., figure out if you ask the right questions 
try out the tasks
make sure it doesn’t take too long
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3. find participants

figure out who your ideal end users are
e.g., base on previous studies, existing knowledge

recruit the ideal users
e.g., advertise, offer incentives for participation

recruit individuals & have them bring a partner

recruit individuals and pair them up with a stranger

recruit small groups (depending on how many you need)
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4. conduct the study

bring participants in as a group
(one group at a time only)

go through a study protocol:
a. introduce them to the study and get everyone to complete an ethics consent form
b. have them answer pre-test questionnaire
c. have them complete the tasks using the system.

decide how you will elicit their thoughts:
silent observer, think aloud, constructive interaction

d. have them answer post-test questionnaire
e. conduct a short retrospective interview. consider doing it jointly or apart.
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5. analyze results

find commonly occurring problems

qualitative 
gather user explanations and opinions 
produces a description, 
anecdotes, transcripts, problems, critical incidents…

quantitative
count of activities, speed, error rate, …

triangulation across participants
people in a group may have different perspectives
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people will get stuck

when should you help?

if problems getting started, record observations then help

if problems during the task, record observations then give  
a small amount of aid
e.g., “I can see you are having problems and there is a usability issue causing them.  Let me help you to the 
next part of the task.”

if problems still, record observations, go to next task
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ethics

permission from everyone

is everyone a willing participant?

will people be comfortable sharing their thoughts if 
their partner or group members hear them?

confidentiality of data, anonymity of participants
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methods to collect data

create realistic tasks and realistic environments

observations/interviews may need to be done at 
more than one location

one location (collocated groupware)
two or more locations (distributed groupware)
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example study: same time, same place
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example study: same time, same place

decide if you want to focus on:
collaboration or competition

decide on the group size

create tasks that involve
players playing together

observe all people in the group at the same time;
note interactions and effects from group play

decide if you should interview together or separate after tasks
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example study: different time, same place

http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/ImprovementStories/Transform
ingCareattheBedsideinitiativePrototypephase.aspx

http://www.ihi.org/resources/Pages/ImprovementStories/TransformingCareattheBedsideinitiativePrototypephase.aspx
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example study: different time, same place

nurses use a digital scheduling
board at different points in time

nurses may not see each other

1. conduct a study over a long period of time in situ

2. conduct the study over a short time period with an 
individual nurse and simulate the data from other 
nurses
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example study: same time, different place

http://skype.com
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example study: same time, different place

decide where participants will be:
very far apart vs. close

observer in each location vs. video 
observation/recording

interview both in-person vs. interview over video chat
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remote interviews

consider what is
shown

talking head vs.
seeing whole body

convey active listening as the interviewer

watch for participant behaviors

http://techcrunch.com
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example study: different time, different place

http://www.uianduxdesign.com/ui-designs/user-interface-design-of-facebook.html
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people use Facebook at different
points in time

1. conduct a study over a long period of time 
– this likely won’t work given varied locations

2. ignore the ‘different time’ and have people do the study in two 
locations close to each other

3. conduct the study over a short time period with an individual and 
simulate the data from others

4. consider a ‘field deployment’ method

example study: different time, different place
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